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A model for extraction by the emulsion liquid membrane in a continuous jlow reactor 
is presented. The extraction of the solute through the individual emulsion globule is 
based on the Modijied DrJiiion Model. The extent of the emulsion conversion in the 
extractor is calculated in terms of the extractor capacity. The design of the extractor 
is based on the extractor capacity. It is found that extractor capacity increases with 
increasing average residence time of the emulsion globules in the extractor. 

Introduction 
Phenol removal from water by emulsion liquid membranes has been investigated by 
many researchers, both experimentally and theoretically [ 1-51. Two well known 
models which characterize the batch extraction of phenol are the Advancing Front 
Model [3], and the Reversible Reaction Model [ I ] .  The Advancing Front Model can 
be solved analytically by the perturbation method. The prediction of this model 
deviates by up to 20% from the experimental data. However, the Reversible Reaction 
Model take the reversibility of the reaction between the solute and the internal reagent 
into account, and the model solution represents the experimental data very well. The 
mean effective diffusivity is used in this model to describe the solute extraction. 
When the true effective diffusivity is applied in the Reversible Reaction Model, Lin 
and Long [5 ]  found that the results of the Reversible Reaction Model shows greater 
deviation from experimental conditions than the Advancing Front Model. Hence, Lin 
and Long [5 ]  established the Modified Diffusion Model which not only includes the 
reversibility of the reaction between the solute and the internal reagent, but also 
applies the true effective diffusivity in the model. This composite model gives an 
excellent fit to their experimental data. 

The difference between batch extraction and continuous flow extraction for an 
emulsion liquid membrane is the residence time of the emulsion globules in the 
reactor. For continuous flow extraction, a residence time distribution exists for the 
emulsion globules. Reed et al. [6]  simplified the problem and used the average 
residence time for the emulsion globule. They extended the batch extraction 
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calculations to the continuous flow extractor and evaluated the dimensionless extent 
of the emulsion utilized in the extractor, namely the extractor capacity, which is 
calculated analytically by neglecting the nonlinearity of the Reversible Reaction 
Model. In this paper, the solution extraction by the individual emulsion globules in a 
continuous flow reactor will be explained using the Modified Difhsion Model. The 
resulting dimensionless extent of emulsion utilized will be estimated numerically 
without neglecting any portion of the model. 

Model Development 
Reactor Design 
A continuous mixer unit in which an emulsion liquid membrane is used to separate 
phenol fiom the bulk phase is shown in Figure 1. The extractor could be considered 
as a well-stirred and steady-state reactor, so that the external phase concentration of 
the solute is uniform throughout the tank and equal to the constant outlet 
concentration ( CAb Out ). The inlet flow rate of the bulk phase (vb) should be equd to 
the outlet flow rate; the inlet and outlet flow rates of emulsion (v3 also should be 
equal. In addition, it could be assumed that the volume ratio (V, /VJ is equal to the 
flow rate ratio (vb / v,) where Vb and V, represent the volumes of the bulk phase and 
the emulsion in the extractor, respectively [a]. 

ve 3 cBii vb 7 CAbi 

External (ve 'Vb) , CAb"' 
phenol solution Emulsion globule 

Emulsion globule 

Organic membrane phase Internal phase with NaOH 

Figure 1. The co~inuous -stirred extractor using emulsion liquid membranes. 

The solute concentration for the inlet bulk phase is C' Ab, and the internal reagent 
concentration of the inlet emulsion is CIBi. It has been considered here that only fresh 
emulsion is added to the extractor and no spent emulsion is recycled. Therefore, 
solute concentration in the emulsion fed to the mixer is zero. 
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Modified Dimion Model 
in this continuous-stirred mixer, the behavior of the solute extraction in the emulsion 
globule is explained by the Modified Diffusion Model [S]. Basic assumptions for 
development of this model include: (1) Membrane/external and membrane/intemal 
phases are completely immiscible; (2) The size of both globules and internal droplets 
could be simplified to the Sauter mean diameter; (3) Local reaction equilibrium 
applies in the globules; (4) Local phase equilibrium applies between membrane and 
internal droplet phase; (5) Concentration within the internal droplets is independent of 
position; (6) No iutemal circulation occurs in the globules; (7) Membrane breakage is 
neglected; (8) External phase mass transfer resistance can be eliminated; (9) The 
distribution coefficients on the interface of externallmembrane and 
membrane/intemal phases are equal to each other. The solute (phenol) diffuses 
through the membrane phase to arrive at the internal phase and react with the internal 
reagent (sodium hydroxide) as follows: 

PhOH + NaOH c) PhONa + H20 

A + B o p  

where P is the product. 

mathematical model can be described as follows: 
Considering a material balance for one emulsion globule in a CSTR, the 

For 0 < r < R, 

I.C.: t = 0,O s r  <R, Ch= 0 (2) 

2. r=O,t>O,X,l&=O (4) 

From Bunge and Noble [l], the concentrations CAi and Cti have the following 
relations based on the phase and reaction equilibria: 

CAi = Ch / a 

where K is the equilibrium constant of the reaction between the solute (A) and the 
internal reagent (B). Substituting Equations (5) and (6) in Equation (1) yields: 
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Using the following definitions, the Modified Diffusion Model in a CSTR can be 
converted into dimensionless equations: 

y = r / R  '5 = Dem t / R' 

Q1=fi/afm sli = KCB: s; = KCAtw 

G = C,/ aC,,"' 

The dimensionless equations of this model are: 

For 0 C y c 1, 

1 a t  S. 

I.C.: 0 < v < l , ~ = O , G = 0  (9) 

B.C.: 1. y = l , r z O , G = l  (10) 

The effective difhuivity of the solute in the membrane phase (D&) can be 
estimated tiom the Jefferson-Witzell-Sibbett equation [7] as follows 
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where 

J3 = 0.403( 1- f, >-In - 0.5 

1 

1 
0 2  

S 
y = 1 +  

(1 + s2G) 

where Di is the solute diffusivity in the internal droplet phase, and D, is the solute 
difisivity in the membrane phase. When y = 1 in Equation (15), the effective 
diffbsivity obtained from Equation (12) is that of the solute in the membrane phase 
without solute A / internal reagent B reaction (Le. DaNR) [ 131. 

Analysis of Extraction Behavior 
In a continuous stirred-mixer [6] a material balance for solute yields: 

where NT is the total number of the emulsion globules in the extractor. In Equation 
(la), total mass transfer of solute is obtained by integrating the individual rate over all 
globules. From Hatton and Wardius [2], the fraction of globules (n(t)) with residence 
times greater than t can be described by an exponential residence time distribution: 

where T = V, / v, is the average residence time of the emulsion in the mixer, Substit- 
uting Equation ( 17) in ( 16) yields: 

From the definitions of the dimensionless physical quantities, and the relation 
considered k~ the steady-state condition, i.e. V, / Vb = v, / vb, Equation (1 8) can be 
used in the relative dimensionless equation: 
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where 

T~~ = D & ~ T / R ~  (23) 

The quantity ( ~ 2 ~  - ~24 represents the dimensionless capacity of the continuous-stirred 
mixer at a particular value of the average residence time. The parameter (ei - ~2")  is a 
function of the dimensionless average residence time (TJ. When equilibrium is 
reached in one emulsion globule at 7 2 re, two equations can be established as 
follows: 

ForOLyS 1, 

G = l  

Equation (19) could be evaluated by using Equations (24) and (25). 

Results and Discussion 
All experimental data are shown in Table 1, and were obtained from Bunge and 
Noble [I]  and Ho et al. [3]. The results of the calculations based on the parameters in 
Table 1 are shown in Figure 2 which illustrates that dimensionless extractor capacity 
increases with increasing dimensionless average residence time. Therefore, for 
extractors with the same amounts of internal droplet reagents, when the dimensionless 
outlet concentration is fixed at a certain value, the extractor with larger average 
residence time can treat more solute feed concentration. 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the dimensionless extractor capacity and 
dimensionless average residence time at a fured dimensionless internal concentration 
(sli), and various dimensionless outlet solute concentrations of the bulk phase. Figure 
3 is very useful for the design of the extractor, which is also discussed in Reed et al. 
[6]. The information required is the feed and outlet solute concentrations of the bulk 
phase ( ~ 2 '  - $4. The value of (ef - s24 can be obtained from (sZi - s2") values in 
Figure 3, and the T~" value required for the size of the extractor can be determined. 
For example, if s2f is 45 and ~ 2 "  is 5 , ~ ,  found from Figure 3 is 27 (about 4.09 hrs). 
This result is based on extraction in one stirred tank. 
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Table 1. Physical parameters of Modged D@sion Model in continuous-stirred 
mixer. 

ntal bararneteq 
c , ~  = 1 m o ~  I m3 

cd= 375 eq I m3 
f, = 0.637 
f, = v, I v, = v, IV, = 15 

a = 0.52 

w w  h . . * . *  

R = 3 x l o 4  m 

di = lo4 m 
fi = 0.363 

K =  11 m3/eq  

"D.n.NR = 1.65 x lo-'' mz I s - 
0, = 1 .ow 

'0, = 0.65 x lQ l0  rn2 I s  

'4 = 9.98 x 1Q'O m2 Is 

sli = 41 25 
(02=3.47x1Q2 QO' 11 

Calculated from Wilke-Chang correlation by Ho et al. [3] - Calculated from Jefferson-WitzellSibbett equation by Bunge and Noble [l] 
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Figure 2. The continuous stirred extractor using emulsion liquid membranes. 
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100 120 c 
s: - s2" 

0 20 40 60 80 100 

T .V 

Figure 3. Dimensionless extractor capacity as afimtion of '5, for various s; values 

For some (~2'- s2") values which can not be obtained from ($i - $4 in Figure 3, 
Reed et al. [6] explained that a single extractor unit cannot achieve the necessary 
separation in these cases. The multi-stage extractor should be used here, and Figure 3 
is also available for the design of the extractor. For example, when ~ 2 '  is 100 and ~ 2 '  
is 5 ,  no curve in Figure 3 can explain this design condition. It can be obtained by the 
use of two-stage extraction in which the feed can be reduced to an value of 50 in 
theiirst stage, and then the outlet flow from the first stage is the inlet flow to the 
second stage, and the solution treated can reach an ~ 2 '  value of 5 in the second stage. 
The first stage of extraction required a value of '5," of about 2.3 (20.91 mins); in the 
second stage the value of T~~ is 40 (6.06 hrs). It should be noted that only fresh 
emulsion is fed to the extractors in the multi-stage mixer we consider, and no spent 
emulsion is recycled. 

Conclusions 
We are not surprised by the model results which show that dimensionless extractor 
capacity should increase with the increasing average residence time. The purpose of 
this work is to propose a model to evaluate the extraction behavior in the CSTR by 
using the emulsion liquid membrane. The microscopic extraction of the emulsion 
liquid membrane is shown in the diffusion equations of the model. In addition we 
also suggest a method for design of the single extractor and the multi-stage extractor. 

In the emulsion liquid 
membrane, some emulsion globules are broken in the process of the extraction, but 
this practical effect is not considered in our model. In the future, this factor could be 
considered in the model by putting a trace element in the internal droplet phase and 
determining its concentration in the external phase with time. 

However, there remain limitations in this model. 
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Nomenclature 
Concentration (m0vm3 
Defined by Equation ( 13) 
Effective diffusivity (m2 /sec) 
Solute diffusivity in the membrane phase without solute Ninternal reagent 
B reaction (m2 /set) 
Solute diffusivity in the internal phase (m2 /sec) 
Solute difiivity in the membrane phase (m2 /sec) 
Volume hction of the internal phase in the emulsion 
Volume fiaction of the membrane phase in the emulsion 
Dimensionless concentration 
Equilibrium constant (m3 /eq) 
Fraction of the globules with the residence time greater than t 
Total number of the emulsion globules in the extractor 
Radial coordinate (m) 
Sauter mean radius of the emulsion globules (m) 
Dimensionless constant 
Average residence time (sec) 
Time (sec) 
Flow rate (mol/sec) 
Volume (mj 
Dimensionless radius coordinate 

Greek Letters 
a Distribution coefficient for the solute between the external phase and the 

membrane phase 
T Dimensionless time 
u) Dimensionless coefficient 
Y Defined by Equation (1 5 )  
P Defined by Equation (14) 

Subscripts 
A Solutes 
av Average 
b External bulk phase 
B Internal reagent 
e Emulsion 
1 Internal phase 
m Membrane phase 
P Product 
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Superscript 
f Feed 
i Inlet stream 
0 Outlet 
out Outlet stream 
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